Creating Inclusive Classrooms – Instructors Resources for Continued Learning

See also UC Davis DEI Resources: https://diversity.ucdavis.edu/dei-resources

- Videos on experiences of living with a disability by James Robinson (2021-22):
  - What a Legally Blind Person Can See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X04HKyW-3hc
  - I Stutter. But I Need You to Listen: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m0E_wMIwfSI
  - I Have Face Blindness. This is How I Recognize You: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3-MzNPeH6M
  - I Have a Visual Disability, And I Want You to Look Me in the Eye (also called “I have Whale Eyes”): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TjxC-evzxdk

- Creating Inclusive Classrooms for Trans* and Gender Expansive Students (UC Berkeley) http://geneq.berkeley.edu/classroom